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Friday, May 28  2 p.m. - 6 p.m. | 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Opening Reception
Saturday, May 29  11 a.m. - 6 p.m. |  6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Award Ceremony

Sunday, May 30  11 a.m. - 7 p.m. 

@ Sunnyside Pavilion
1755 Lake Shore Blvd., Toronto

Show & Sale: Free admission. 
Rain or shine.

www.artinitiatives.ca

Welcome to a unique opportunity to meet artists, support their practice, and 
purchase juried works.

The Sunnyside Beach Juried Art Show & Sale is a three-day fine art event that 
takes place in the historic Sunnyside Pavilion on Toronto’s waterfront. It show-
cases over 60 dynamic emerging and established artists, and features painting, 
drawing, photography, and sculpture, alongside art installations and live music 
performances. 
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Tatyana Abel began the fine arts program at Georgian College 
in September 2009. Having a life-long interest in art, she began 
taking this passion seriously in 2006. Early on, she was confined 
to painting but through other opportunities expanded into 
sculpture, print making and encaustic works. Her work has 
been included in many shows such as Quest Gallery, Georgian 
Scholarship Show and the 100 Print Show. 

Although she is an up-and-coming artist, her work speaks 
volumes that she otherwise could not.

Canvas and artist tools are Rosemarie’s vehicles of exploration. 
Common subject matter is translated into dramatic vistas. Work-
ing primarily with acrylic paints, her layering technique knows 
no brush strokes during initial stages of painting. Her objective 
is to translate movement, light and emotion onto canvas, then 
define selected properties with acrylic or oil paints. Rosemarie 
explores historic and traditional subject matter which formed 
the foundation of our rural Ontario communities.

Tatyana Abel

Rosemarie Armstrong

memory, 2010, 25” x 50”, encaustic and oil

farmer’s paradise, 2009, 24” x 40”, acrylic with oil overpainting

Emma Ates is a visual artist. 

She studied arts at the University of Aix-en-Provence in France, 
and lived for a few years in Paris after graduation. She now lives 
in Toronto.

Emma works with oil and acrylic paints on canvas, and other 
mixed material. There is an oriental and Asian flavour in her art. 
Today, she cultivates the practice of mindfulness while painting, 
aware of the world and its influences on her work.

www.emdharmaarts.com

Emma Ates

arbre de vie, tree of life, 2009, 20” x 30”, oil painting
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Natalie Avanessian was born to an Armenian family in Manches-
ter, England on June 4, 1981.

She graduated as a designer in 2007 from the Yerevan Fine Arts 
Academy. During her studies, she was amazed by her sculpture 
professor Nune Toumanyan, who inspired her to further her 
ambitions and develop unique skills in bronze sculptures. 

Her artworks are simple but full of expression. 

Natalie has participated in several sculpture and placard compe-
titions and exhibitions.

Natalie Avanessian

dependent, 2007, 6” x 5” x 3”, bronze, lost wax technique

Stephanie Avery is a Toronto-based artist and adventurer. 
Having received her BFA in visual art from York University, 
Stephanie has shown at Nuit Blanche, the Contact Toronto 
Photography Festival, and soon, the Toronto Outdoor Art 
Exhibition. Stephanie takes every opportunity to explore and 
photograph strange and forgotten places, from abandoned 
amusement parks, psychiatric hospitals, power plants, to 
everything in between, hoping to capture the haunting beauty 
of decay. 

Stephanie Avery

kitties, 2008, digital photograph

I get to know myself more each day through my experiences 
with art. I also fi nd a connection with others comes easier as I 
express myself visually. I am an avid public “guerilla” artist, which 
I must admit is mostly because I love watching human reaction 
to the unexplainable or unexpected. Catching people off  guard, 
there is a certain truth and honesty found. Much of the work I’m 
currently exploring starts off  in the street as an idea. In its 
infancy, I adjust and refi ne the idea into what I feel merits doing 
a piece of art.

www.denialart.com

Daniel Bombardier 

jezebel, 2010, 24”x 36”, spray paint on wood panel
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People who show interest in my works often make observations 
regarding my distinctive use of color and quintessential style. 
I favor using a wide and bold palette that gives shape to 
expressionistic figurative forms, landscapes and faces. This has 
been consistent from the early days since graduating from 
Concordia University. 

I have participated in and organized numerous group 
exhibitions here and abroad. My works have been collected 
by patrons in Singapore, Hong Kong, Los Angeles, Vancouver, 
Toronto and Montreal. My recent works have focused on the 
relationship that exists between landscape, color and nature.

Jacques Bossé

escape-landscape #2, 2010, 56” x 48”, acrylic on canvas

Paul Brandejs is an abstract artist who explores the realm of 
three dimensionality using a variety of techniques on canvas. 
By creating his own stretcher frames, Paul blends multiple two 
dimensional canvases into three dimensional constructs. The 
result is unique art that stands on its own.

Paul’s inspiration comes from nature that surrounds us. Recently, 
he has been intrigued by the moon in the night sky and the 
mesmerizing fluidity of fire. He has introduced this fluidity in his 
latest pieces.

The visualization and creation of the supporting stretchers is an 
integral part of the creative process.

Paul Brandejs

fire, 35” x 38” x 3”, giclée on sculpted canvas

I love light and its transformative play on all objects; outdoor 
as well as indoor light creates a myriad of shadows and has an 
amazing and ever changing effect on color.

My carving, in general, and the more current exploration of 
colour comes from a deep joy in creating and sharing my work 
with others.

This series, WOOD IMAGING, has been created to show and 
share this with a wider audience.

To see more of my work, visit: www.siggi.ca

Siggi Buhler 

fäldblick, 35’’ x 27’’  x 1 3/4’’, wood and acrylic paint
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After completing a degree at the University of Ottawa, Bunn 
began working as an illustrator in Toronto. Her work–personal 
and interpretive responses to literary pieces–appeared in 
publications such as Esquire, Atlantic Monthly, and the New 
York Times Magazine, and earned awards from the New York 
Art Directors Club, the Toronto Art Directors Club, American 
Illustration, and the Canadian National Magazine Awards. 
Continuing to work as an illustrator, Bunn moved to the 
countryside where her focus changed from introspection to 
larger scale drawings and landscapes. Bunn has transitioned 
this experience, bringing a sharply defi ned individuality and 
sensibility to her emergence as an artist.

Christine Bunn

boat, 2010, 12” x 16”, oil on wood 

My work today consists of colour dancing around the canvas 
until shapes take form, as in the dream world. Starting with a 
concept, a simple sketch, and over successive layers of oils, the 
painting takes on its own identity. The environment and our 
place in it are the main themes to convey nature’s power and 
our fragility. The beauty of shifting clouds can often express the 
dynamics between confl ict and hope.

Keith Burnett

howling winds #2, 36” x 60”, oil on canvas

Julie Campagna lives in Toronto and has been a sculptor since 
graduating from the Ontario College of Art and Design in 1991.

In 2001, she established Campagna Bronze Studio Gallery 
(located at 1718 Queen Street West, 2nd fl oor) to showcase 
her many sculptures and to teach private workshops in wax 
modeling.

Campagna’s sculptures are in private and corporate collections 
world wide. 

Her work can be viewed at: www.campagnabronze.com

Julie Campagna

headache, 2010, 12” x 8” x 7”, wax sculpture to be 
cast in bronze
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I am a Whitby-based painter, completing my fourth and final 
year at the Ontario College of Art and Design. My work is mostly 
based on abstract expressionism and cubism. When I paint, I 
strive to express the intensity and endless variability of natural 
phenomenon. I use the patterns of the earth’s flora and fauna, 
along with the chaotic motion of life, as an example to push the 
complexity of my paintings.

Alex Christiani

untitled red abstraction, 2010, 24” x 30”, acrylic on canvas

Art has been a lifelong journey–including everything from fiber 
arts, beadwork, crafts, woodworking, ink drawing, sketching, 
and finally, to abstract painting. I love the vibrancy of acrylic 
colours, which flow and meld into wonderful patterns, textures 
and rhythms, resulting in the visual expression of emotion. The 
subtleties that can be achieved in paint, endlessly fascinate me 
and fuel my daily creative quest. The process of painting is as 
stimulating as are the discussions and conversations that result 
from sharing my paintings with others.

Laurie Denham

stairway to heaven, 2010, 30” x 36”, fluid acrylics
and polymer medium on canvas

Michelle duQuesnay-Jones is a Toronto based sculptor, 
photographer, and media artist.

She received her BFA in Integrated Media from the Ontario 
College of Art and Design, Toronto. Michelle has spent much 
of the past three years traveling. Her work explores themes 
related to her experiences with other cultures: their people, their 
histories, and their expressions. And is a study of boundaries; 
boundaries between people, cultures, light/dark, and textures.

Michelle duQuesnay-Jones

gondolier, 2009, 2.5” x 1.5” x 4.5”, bronze
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My artistic name is -dusk. (the English translation of my Polish 
name). I was born August 11 in a small town, Swidnica, in the 
south-west of Poland. The youngest of three children, I was 
raised by a single, hardworking mother. I received a master’s 
degree from AWF&S in Gdansk. In 1988, I escaped from Poland 
with my family to Italy, where I lived in a refugee camp for a 
year. I arrived in Toronto in August 1989 and started painting 
in March 2009. The Sunnyside Beach Art Show 2010 is my fi rst 
show. Welcome to the “COLOUR OF MY SOUL.”

Renata -dusk.

rumba, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

Elizabeth Elkin is a renowned professional artist with an 
international reputation, with over 25 years worth of experience 
in the fi eld, who creates highly individual works of art. 

Elizabeth has exhibited her work internationally for many years. 
In the last 18 years, she has participated in numerous galleries 
and juried group shows with solo exhibitions throughout North 
America. Elizabeth’s paintings can be found in many private 
collections in Canada, the United States, England, France, 
Germany, India, Israel, Latvia, and Russia.

www.trueart.ca

Elizabeth Elkin

provence view, 2010, 30” x 36”, oil on canvas

Trained as a landscape architect, my explorations in 
photography are an attempt to expose the beauty in the 
ordinary, the everyday surroundings and objects often 
overlooked in our surrounding landscapes. Inspired by 
Baudelaire’s fl âneur, the writings of Guy Debord, André 
Breton and the Situationists International, I wander the city 
and landscapes I inhabit, using photography as a means of 
exploration and discovery. Through abstracted images, I hope to 
unveil the hidden complexities and infi nite beauty found within 
the everyday.

Suzanne Ernst

markings of time, 2010, 7.5” x 13”, photograph
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Corin Ford Forrester blends black and white photographs of 
the human form with landscapes, both natural and man-made. 
Her work often explores the impact that human beings have on 
the planet, as well the connection between humanity and the 
natural world. Her image Legacy III was recently awarded the 
grand prize in the environmental photography exhibition at the 
Colorado Environmental Film Festival. She is a graduate of the 
Haliburton School of the Arts.

www.corinfordforrester.com

Corin Ford Forrester

unfurling IV, 2010, 12” x 12”, digital black and white art 
photograph/giclee print

As an art student, I spend a great deal of time focusing on 
the human form and its many intricacies, creating oversized 
images of minute details. These studies continue to influence 
my view, and although my subject has shifted, my process 
remains. Technique, media and life experience have defined my 
aesthetic. The process is to discover relationships to understand 
how and why, to pose the question but not provide the answer.

www.melissafrew.com

Melissa Frew

where are you?, 2010, 12” x 12”, acrylic on wood panel

Denys Golemenkov was born in Kiev, Ukraine. He completed a 
degree in fine art and went on to study architecture. Creating 
for most of his life, Denys has worked with many different 
media and elements of visual art. Influenced by his exposure 
to architecture, his most recent works, although abstract and 
featuring straight lines, appear to be in motion and in direct 
relation to the city around us.

Denys Golemenkov

urban living #7, 2009, 40” x 30”, acrylic on canvas
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Lenka Graner was born in Levice, Slovakia in 1980. In 1989, her 
family emigrated from the former Czechoslovakia, settling in 
Toronto in 1990.  After fi nishing university, Lenka resided in 
England and Slovakia. During this time, she had the opportunity 
to travel extensively through Italy and France. Lenka has also 
traveled throughout North America. Her love of travel and 
appreciation of beauty is refl ected in her work.

Lenka Graner

two gondolas, 2010, 48” x 30”, oil on canvas

I am living my dream.

In 1986, a refugee camp in Italy became our new home. We 
hoped this would lead to a promising future in Canada. Italy 
provided me with great exposure and opportunity to build on 
my artistic addiction. I met a number of artists who infl uenced 
and shaped my methods. I experimented with textile and 
porcelain painting, which provided my family with a nominal 
income. 

Today, I cherish my moments as a painter. With continuous 
infl uence from my past and daily life, my paintings are works 
of passion, creativity, history, opportunity, and sometimes 
simplicity. I hope that art continues to fuel my passion for life 
and encourages others to attain their desired dream.

Halina Grzyb

sunset and bali, 77 X 91 cm, 30” x 36” mixed media

Elena Henderson came to Canada from Moscow, Russia in 1996. 
Since then, she graduated from the International Academy of 
Design and Technology in Toronto.  She resides and works as a 
full-time artist at her studio in Amaranth, Ontario. 

Currently, she is working on her new abstract series of raw 
canvases, using a variety of acrylic textured paint and mixed 
media. Her style is sophisticated and elegant, her colour palette 
is unique and fresh, her shapes are organic and electrifying.

Elena Henderson

lingering desire, 2009, 48” X 48”, acrylic on raw canvas
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Born in Lebanon, and raised and educated in Beirut, my passion 
for art began at the age of eight, but started full-time following 
my retirement in 2008.

I worked and lived in Japan for ten years and it is Japanese 
culture and art that has influenced my artwork.

My works are in acrylics and watercolours, mostly contemporary 
and abstract, created using extremely vibrant colors.

Riad Jisri

 he shoots, he scores, 2010, 28” x 20”, watercolor

Kasia Kaminska is an alumni of the Fine Arts Visual Arts Studio 
program at York University in Toronto. She has been involved for 
the past several years with Polish cultural student initiatives at 
York University and in the Greater Toronto Area. She is equally 
passionate about her culture as she is about her art. Kasia’s 
greatest artistic influences are her parents: her father a Polish 
folk singer/comedian, her mother a painter and photographer 
herself. She describes her work as “random doodles that have to 
come out one way or another” which very essentially explains 
the geometric and graphic line drawing style found within her 
work. Kasia is a huge fan of pop culture comic books, manga 
and anime. She is currently employed in marketing as a graphic 
designer.

Kasia Kaminska

envy, 2008, 36” x 48”, ink on illustration board

Joanna Katchutas experiments with different mediums within 
the realm of two-dimensional arts with her photographs but 
she also enjoys creating sculptures—working with metal, wood, 
and mould-making techniques.

She adds sculptural elements to photographic works, building 
props for photographs. Joanna’s current photographic works 
include experimental self-portraiture. She has also been playing 
with ideas of multiples, using digital photography to create very 
elaborate narrations and photographic works in sequences.

Joanna Katchutas

element faerys series - water, 2009, 26” x 37”, 
digital photograph printed on canvas
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In 1993, following her time as a singer at the St. Petersburg 
Rimsky-Korsakov Opera Theatre, Koulikov turned all her eff orts 
to painting. In 1995, her career began to take off  with shows 
hosted by galleries in Russia, Finland, Germany, and France. In 
1997, Koulikov moved to Toronto after several trips to North 
America to fi rmly establish herself as an artist. At present, 
she cooperates with Envers Chapin and Progressive Fine Art 
galleries.

Irina Koulikov

girl with headphones, 2009, 24” x 48”, mixed media

kukucaju paintings on wood are friendly and fun, taking 
inspiration from all things that amuse me: kid’s lit., small furry 
mammals, cowpokes and in particular, the curious fascinations 
of my children, Lolly 7, and Declan 4. As the workday usually 
starts after bedtime, pieces have that quirky fl avour that can 
only be brought out after a long day. It is this liberation of one’s 
senses that fuels the creative furnace and sparks kukucaju’s 
originality and humour.

www.kukucaju.etsy.com

kukucaju paintings on wood

poodle in pajamas, 2009, 10”x14”, plywood, acrylic, latex, 
pencil, buttons

The arts have always been part of my life, and painting as a 
practice has always been present in my everyday life. Over 
the years, diff erent interests and subject matters have been 
refl ected in my practice. But, for the last several years a steady 
and predominant theme has fi gured in my paintings. That is 
urban life: peoples, our surroundings, the relationship between 
the human and the environment—the city.

To me painting has a life; a life of its own. Each painting has a 
personality, character; it talks, it breathes, narrates a story. I truly 
enjoy being part of this creation.

Marzena Kotapska

main go station, 28” x 80”, acrylic on canvas
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The desire to paint has been with me since I was a child. For 
the artist, it is an instinct and impulse to create, so the decision 
to pursue the arts was an easy one. Having attended the 
Ontario College of Art and Design, I developed work as an artist 
working in drawing, painting and photography. Being given the 
opportunity also to work and study in Italy over the years has 
also pushed me to embark on other opportunities away from 
home and develop an international identity. 

In Toronto, I work to introduce myself and my art; I will go on 
with this challenge and continue to learn, grow, and create. 

Jennifer Leo 

orange makes you feel good, 2010, 42”x  52”, acrylic on 
plastic sheet

Before returning to her earliest love, the visual arts, Marilyn 
enjoyed a fulfilling career as an award-winning actress, writer 
and broadcaster. She now spends her time in her light-filled 
studio immersed in her photography and photo-based 
work, determined to stretch the visual media into new and 
unexpected territory.  “I’ve got a ‘thing’ about describing verbally 
what is right before your eyes, so please understand if I limit 
myself to saying that I derive enormous joy and satisfaction 
in creating my art. I hope that looking at my work brings a 
moment of calm and pleasure as you go about your life in this 
often fractious world.”

To visit the studio by appointment please contact Marilyn at 
mlightstone@sympatico.ca

Marilyn Lightstone

haiku I, 2010, 33”x 15”, photography printed 
on fine art paper

Jeffrey Kum is a photo-based artist from Calgary, Canada. He 
studied fine arts at the University of Waterloo, and photography 
at the Ontario College of Art and Design. His main interests in 
the field are portraiture and documentaries. 

He has traveled extensively, working with organizations like 
Mother Teresa’s Missionaries of Charity, India Institute for Mother 
and Child, Hope Home, and Child Voice Trust Children Centre. 

www.kummie.com

Jeffrey Kum

no rain, 2010, 31.5” x 46”, digital c-print
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Jessie Malacarne is a visual and spiritual artist in the Toronto 
area. Currently, she is focusing on a new series, Spiritual 
Landscapes. Working in the medium of watercolours, chalk 
pastel, oil paint and intuition, she has created images which 
are refl ections of the simplicity of nature. Her background, 
education and work experience in graphic design/art direction 
have lead her back to her heart in the world of painting. Jessie 
is a yoga teacher, doula and birthing mentor. Her passion also 
sits at the tip of a brush. Jessie’s work has been shown in group 
exhibitions at the Gallery Hittite (2009 & 2010) in Toronto, Rebas 
Cafe (2007 & 2008) and Arts on King (2003). 

www.jessiemalacarne.com

Jessie Malacarne

Megan McCarthy is a graduate of the Ontario College of Art 
and Design. Born and raised in Newfoundland, she moved to 
an urban landscape, where her perceptions of the environment 
were altered. 

Her works address the destructive eff ects humans have on 
the environment. In some of the pieces, natural elements 
had a direct hand in the painting’s creation. McCarthy’s intent 
is to push the limits of abstract painting, while addressing 
environmental issues.

Megan McCarthy

under tree, 36” x 30”, acrylic on canvas

Kayvene McJannett is the brains and hands behind the Toronto-
based studio KAVENE, where she designs and creates her line of 
illuminated artworks.

With a solid foundation in art from the Etobicoke School of the 
Arts, she went on to study furniture production in college. Over 
the many years since, she’s learned all sorts of other cool stuff , 
like upholstery, screen printing, plasterwork etc., and loves to 
work on projects that incorporate techniques that she’s picked 
up along the way.

Kayvene McJannett

blaze, 2009, 14.5” x 14.5”, hand poured white cement on woven 
stainless steel cloth, aluminum leaf, fl uorescent lamp

landsacpe of the soul, 2010, 24” x 24”, watercolour on wood
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Toronto photographer Jon Muldoon has spent the last few years 
searching out the buried creeks, streams, former waterways 
and water utility tunnels of the southern Ontario area, crawling 
into dark passageways and century-old sewers to shine a light 
on our buried environment and underground history. When 
not prowling the underground, he can often be found aiming 
his camera at the constantly evolving waterfront after dark, 
recording the changes time makes on the shoreline.

Jon Muldoon

belt line storm drain no. 2, 2010, 19.5” x 29.5”, digital c-print

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Cynthia Münster brings 
her Latin heritage to her art through her bright colours and 
techniques. She studied fine arts at York University and went 
on to become a photojournalist, working in the prairies and 
the national capital, published throughout Canada before 
leaving journalism this year to concentrate her efforts on the 
production of art. This is her first year at the art show.

www.cynthiamunster.com

Cynthia Münster

pulpo, 2009, 20” x 16”, oil on canvas

Michael Ouzikov graduated with a master’s degree in art and 
architecture from the Art and Architectural Academy in 1990. 
On top of this, he completed one more year doing post-
graduate work at the Liverpool University School of Artists 
and Architects in Liverpool, England. Michael has worked as a 
professional artist since 1985, first as a member of the Russian 
Independent Artists’ Union, “Vernisage.” 

He has taken part in more than 50 exhibitions in Russia, Europe, 
the United States and Canada. His paintings are found in many 
private collections in Russia, England, the Netherlands, Germany, 
Canada, the United States, France, Japan, and Portugal. 

Michael Ouzikov

abduction of europe, 2008, 30’ x 40’, oil on canvas
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Corin is a painter and sculptor who is inspired by the spirit 
and purity of nature. Her work is refl ective with vivid, emotive 
characteristics.

Corin is passionate about encaustic works and their sculptural 
qualities. She holds a bachelor of fi ne arts degree and has 
worked in other mediums including oil, acrylic, watercolour, 
and ceramics. Her work can be found in private collections in 
Canada, USA, South America and Australia.

www.corinpinto.com

Corin Pinto

sunset blooms, 2009, 12” x 12”, encaustic

As a self-taught photographer, I’ve been looking at my world 
through a lens since 2004. Now, I off er up these pieces of 
my world around me and hope that you enjoy seeing things 
through my eyes. From nature to street, urban to rural, these are 
the whispers of life that I capture.

Joanna Potratz

bike in the snow, 2009, photograph

Rabbit or Fish is the printmaking collective of Lydia 
Nieuwenkamp and Pam Lobb from Guelph/Toronto, Ontario. 
We work with traditional printing processes (dry point, relief, 
monoprinting) and installation. Both our two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional work has a whimsical style. Often using 
childlike narratives, we play with soft colours, line, and tactile 
materials.  Our practice fl uctuates between exploring the 
preciousness of the monoprint, and the process of creating 
consistent multiples.

Rabbit or Fish

it could be closer, 2010, 4” x 5”, dry point with chine colle
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Youssef’s passion for art goes back to his childhood in Morocco, 
where he spent his teenage years between drawings and water 
coloring. He then moved to New York City, where he learned 
landscape oil painting while pursuing a PhD in Math. He 
moved to Toronto to fulfill his passion. Youssef uses colour to 
create vibrancy of light and dimension in layers, techniques 
used to shift the viewer’s attention between the referential 
and the purely abstract. He strives to convey a beautiful 
message through his art. Youssef’s artwork has received several 
international award recognitions, was featured in the book 
“International Contemporary Masters,” exhibited at the Toronto 
ArtExpo 2010 and the Southern Nevada Museum of Fine Arts 
(June 2010). His work is owned by art lovers, art collectors, and 
recently has been acquired by the Toronto Public Library.
 

Youssef Rami

garden bliss, 2009,  24” x 36”, oil on canvas

Belgrade-born artist Zorica Simonovic has a passion for 
diversity and exploring different techniques and outlets in 
which to showcase her creativity. She has worked with such 
diverse materials as fur and stained glass, and most recently, 
acrylics. Her current interest involves the ancient technique 
of encaustics. The subjects of these creations are varied and 
simple, yet they convey a wide range of intricate emotions. 
Her recent work comprises of the following collections: “Young 
Women”, “Blossoms” and “Houses.” 

www.zoricasimonovic.com

Zorica Simonovic

After 25 years in graphic design and marketing, I made 
the decision to pursue my passion of wrought iron art and 
blacksmithing, and founded Hammersmith Metal Works. The 
centuries-old craft of blacksmithing is now my passion with 
many days spent over the anvil, forging iron into works of art.

Jeff Smith

big mouth bass, 2010, 34” x 24”, hand forged wrought iron

chardonnay, 2010, 16’ x 16’, encaustic
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Infl uenced by the time in which we live in, Andrea is inspired by 
both classicism and popular culture. She makes time stand still 
by capturing glimpses of today. 

While practicing traditional art processes with mixed media 
techniques, her fascination with texture is evident in the many 
collage elements that fi nd their way into her work. Andrea 
paints in many layers, repeating the process of adding and 
subtracting as the work progresses. While not exclusive to 
fashion, it is a recurring theme in her subject matter.

www.andreastajanferkul.com

Andrea Stajan-Ferkul

is it christian dior, 2010, 30” x 60”, mixed media

Mark Stebbins is an emerging artist based in Toronto. He 
recently relocated from Halifax where he was awarded the 
Halifax Mayor’s Award of Distinction in Contemporary Visual 
Arts (June 2009) and Visual Arts Nova Scotia’s Emerging Artist of 
the Year (Oct. 2009). Other recent awards include First Place at 
Latcham Gallery’s Juried Exhibition (May 2010), Juror’s Choice at 
White Water Gallery’s National Drawing Exhibition (Nov. 2009) 
and Third Place at John B. Aird Gallery’s Drawing exhibition (Feb. 
2010). 

www.markstebbins.ca 

Mark Stebbins

congeries, 2010, 6” x 6”, acrylic paint/ink on panel

Amy Stubbs is a recent graduate of York University’s bachelor 
of fi ne arts program. Currently, she is working to establish 
herself as a Toronto-based photographer. Her work emphasizes 
the tactility and unpredictability of fi lm as opposed to the 
immediacy of digital photography. Stubbs embraces the gritty 
feel of photos shot on fi lm instead of avoiding graininess like 
many of her contemporaries. Recently, she has been shooting a 
series investigating dancers and the body as an apparatus.

Amy Stubbs

natural beauty, 2009, 24” x 36”, 35mm photograph
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Painting abstractly is an inner emotion that unveils through 
every turn, bend, and heap of colour. The result conglomerates 
into a finalized perception that we all call abstraction. The 
movement through emotion creates a structure of actuality. The 
effect is one of uncertainty to some or unknown, and to others 
it creates a sense of relaxation. Whether it is the swoop of a 
brush or the touch of a pallet knife, colour and creativity are the 
significant techniques that shine through ones inner feelings. 
This abstraction of painting can convey an emotion that peaks 
through the abundant amount of layers which reminds us of 
time’s persistency and changes in life. 

www.darleneswinton.blogspot.com

Darlene Swinton

violin dance, 2009, 36” x 48”, acrylic

I was born in Gdynia, Poland, a twenty-minute bus ride from the 
Baltic Sea. In 1992, my family and I immigrated to Canada. To 
face the inevitable language barrier, I began to draw. 

I majored in drawing and painting at the Ontario College or Art 
and Design, graduating in 2005. I am continuously pushing for 
imaginative ways of reaching and engaging people with art 
with the intention of triggering discussion and critical thought.

Andrzej Tarasiuk

germs, 2010, acrylic ink on plexiglas

B.F.A. with Distinction OCAD, B.A. York, B. Ed. Ottawa

Oil painting exhibits include: Queen West Art Crawl, Junction 
Arts Festival, AWOL, and the Riverdale Art Walk.

Tracy’s European Urbanscapes and Dance Paintings explore 
dualities, individual and collective responses to time and place 
and our internal and external relationships with our world. Tracy 
is fascinated by the connections made between the artist and 
the art, and the art and the viewer.

Tracy Thomson

window dance, 2009, 24” x 24”, oil on canvas
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Erik Tonatiuh was born in Mexico City and has been living 
in Toronto for the past six years. He studied visual art at the 
Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes in Mexico City and has recently 
completed his third year of study at OCAD in sculpture and 
installation.

Tonatiuh’s work is infl uenced by imagery within the Catholic 
Church and is a dramatic representation of religion’s infl uence 
on society and culture.

Erik Tonatiuh

faith, 2009, 13” x 18”, wax, plaster, roses, stones

Karoline Varin-Jarkowski was born in Warsaw, Poland, and 
emigrated to Canada in 1985. She has a bachelor of fi ne arts 
degree from the University of Waterloo, specializing in oil 
painting and mixed media altered books.  

She currently works out of her studio in Kitchener, Ontario, 
teaches adult and children’s workshops, and collaborates with 
decorators on private commissions. She repeatedly explores 
images relating to memories and the tenuousness of human 
existence. Please visit www.karolinevarin.com for gallery 
representation and exhibition history.

Karoline Varin-Jarkowski

presumption, 2009, 48” x 48”, oil and wax on canvas

Meghan Walsh lives in Toronto, Ontario. She’s in her fi nal year 
at OCAD where she’s completing her bachelor of fi ne art 
with a major in drawing and painting, and a minor in English 
literature. Meghan’s studio practice includes abstract painting, 
photography, and project-based installation. She is currently 
working on her fi rst non-fi ction novel: The Broken Webs Project – 
a memoir.

Meghan Walsh

the world is my oyster and the road is my home, 2008, 
34” x 34”, acrylic,  mixed media on canvas



artists

I was born and raised in Toronto. It wasn’t until recently that 
all of my schooling in art, graphic design and landscape 
architecture came together in my drawings of Toronto urban 
scenes. What some people may find mundane and pass 
without a second glance, I find beautiful. Sketching is my way 
to interact with the world and I find that by looking at a place 
and spending a few hours drawing it, I gain a deeper memory of 
that environment.

Wilfred Wong

ideal coffee cafe, 2010, 12” x 9”, watercolour and micron pen

Born of Polish descent (nee Batorski), raised in rural Ontario, and 
now living in the Toronto area, I graduated late in life from the 
Ontario College of Art and Design. These last three years I’ve 
presented my work on the public stage and to peer reviews. 
My success speaks for itself, having garnered both awards and 
recognition. 

My pieces are impressionistic and painterly. I’m inspired by my 
observation of humanity and its social parallels and spiritual 
connections to the creatures we see around us. Calligraphic 
lines and a print-like quality—combined with brilliant dashes of 
colour—are my signature.

Janice J Ykema

sentinels in the city, 2009, 24” x 18”, acrylic

“FACE,” a live painting performance by artist Julia Olesiak

With live painting by Julia Olesiak
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Special to this year’s show is the Art by Architects Gallery—a showcase of artwork by representatives from 
the fi eld of architecture—in celebration of the waterfront’s premiere landmark, the Sunnyside Pavilion. 2010 
marks the fi rst year this spectacular structure is part of the Doors Open Toronto building roster.

     Petroff  Partnership Architects

Originally from Poland, Wisia moved to Toronto in 1984 and 
currently works as an architectural esigner. Painting is her 
lifelong passion, an outlet for conscious and subconscious 
emotions and ideas that allow for much more freedom in the 
creative process than one fi nds in architectural design.

This recent series depicts the soaring metropolis of New York 
City, as well as her homeland, Poland. Wisia draws inspiration 
from many subjects, and is particularly infl uenced by nature. Her 
acrylic paintings are the result of a combination of observation 
and imagination.

Wisia Gorczynski

     Petroff  Partnership Architects

“Architecture is my profession and watercolour painting my 
meditation. After a full day of work nothing is more relaxing 
for me than mixing the colours and watching them run into 
each other. I learn through trial and error and copying the 
works of artists that I fi nd by rummaging through watercolour 
magazines.”

Bita Goudarzi is an architect working in Toronto for the past 23 
years and is  currently a project manager at Petroff  Partnership 
Architects.

Bita Goudarzi

art by architects

the awakening 4 , 2010, 2’-0” x 2’-0, acrylic on canvas

Sunnyside Pavilion
Ground Floor Plan



art by architects 

Daniel Karpinski is an architect, writer and artist. 

His architectural work has won numerous awards (e.g.: 1st 
International Biennale in Krakow for a redevelopment of 
Jewish Town in Krakow, and the Governor General’s Award for 
Emery Yard, North York, with Julian Jacobs). His work has been 
extensively published, including AD Architectural Design and 
the Canadian Architect. His work has been exhibited widely 
in galleries, including the Musee d’Orsay, Paris, and the Aedes 
Gallery, Berlin. 

Daniel Karpinski

for eva and cindy, 2009, 2’ by 3’, Japanese calligraphy, 
photo, digital graphic

     Forrec

I graduated from the University of Toronto (B.Arch.) in 1968. I 
established my own business in 1973, providing design and 
perspectives to many Canadian architects.

After an art course at OCA in 1978, I concentrated on 
watercolours. I’ve won awards at juried shows in Toronto, 
Ottawa, and Boston.

I currently paint landscapes, aviation, birds, and botanicals.

Martin Myers

loon point, 2010, 10” x 10”, watercolour

     Romanov Romanov Architects

Since leaving Poland in 1981, Anna has worked for various 
architectural firms. She has participated in many projects 
through design, working drawings and construction 
administration. However, her forte has been in small projects 
and interior and graphic design. As a senior architect with 
Romanov Romanov Architects Inc., she has been involved in 
the design and implementation of several interior and graphic 
design projects, along with directing the overall design theme.

Anna-Maria Romanov
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     Petroff  Partnership Architects

Andrew paints all subjects including land and seascapes, 
abstracts and portraits in oil, watercolour, pastel and pencil 
(graphite). His paintings have a dreamlike atmospheric quality 
that he uses to emphasize the temporary nature of all things. 
He is an architectural technician and musician, and lives in 
Scarborough, Ontario.

Andrew Westmaas

cosmic dawn, 2006, 24” x 18”, oil on canvas

Wojtek Kozak was born in Warsaw in 1951. Since early childhood, 
Wojtek has lived, traveled and worked in over 80 countries. After 
acquiring a master’s degree in architecture he built a sailing 
boat and with his wife, Magdalena, circumnavigated the world 
in a voyage that lasted four years. During his travels, Wojtek 
captures the beauty of visited places in his vibrant and colourful 
watercolours and drawings. His paintings embellish thousands 
of homes throughout the world. Wojtek’s varied experiences 
in exotic lands and cultures contribute to his ability to create 
illustrations, drawings and paintings that in a simple but 
whimsical way elicit the essence of a wide spectrum of political, 
social, philosophical or economical issues. His drawings have 
appeared in tenths of world newspapers including The Toronto 
Star, The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal.

Wojtek Kozak

     Scott Associates Architects 

Mehdi Zahed was born in Shiraz, Iran to a large, cultured and 
educated family. He started photography at the age of nine. 
Mehdi moved to Tehran to continue his education at IUST, 
school of architectural engineering, and after attaining his 
master’s degree in 1993, he started his Ph.D. in architecture. 
After 12 years of professional and educational experience, 
he immigrated to Canada in April 2002. Mehdi worked and 
experienced Canadian architecture in several very famous 
architectural fi rms in Markham and Toronto, and also as an 
architecture teacher at TRU in Kamloops, B.C. He has artistic 
talent in photography and painting.

Mehdi Zahed



special projects

Clouds represent a reaching out for hopes and 
dreams. They appear in ever-changing shapes 
and light, elusive and untouchable. Like our 
dreams, they guide us to something bigger 
beyond our immediate grasp of beauty. 

I use clouds as a metaphor for longing after 
a clean and unpolluted environment. This 
luminescent form shimmers in the sunshine, 
as well in the moonlight. Once placed inside, 
however, it takes on a surreal presence.

Ania Biczysko obtained an M.A. in sculpture 
from the Academy of Art in Gdansk, Poland.

Ania Biczysko

FASADE is a seductive and engaging system of 
artistic practice. The world of visual superficiality 
at Your fingertips. The ready to use and enjoy 
product you have been waiting for. Real, 
realistic and beautiful. Every recipient, in a flash, 
becomes a producer. Do it yourself sections will 
explain how. Use our direction and inside tips to 
fully enjoy this catchy mode.

Reverse painting offers aesthetics comparable 
to Andy Warhol’s multiples and the large works 
of Gilbert and George. The familiar nature of the 
subject matter makes FASADE work engaging 
and pleasing for all audiences.

Installations, events and widely distributed 
products of FASADE can be viewed and 
purchased at: www.adas.ca

It’s all FASADE

sunnyside pavilion installation, 2009
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Margaret Krawecka is an interdisciplinary artist 
and designer who works in architecture, theatre 
and installation. With a Bachelor of Architecture 
from the University of Toronto and an MA in 
Scenography from Central Saint Martins College 
of Art and Design, she has worked in London, 
Dublin, Bilbao and Toronto, designing stage 
sets, directing promenade theatre and creating 
site-specifi c installations. Her work explores the 
importance of history and cultural memory, 
exposing hidden structures, and giving form 
to inner states of being. Recent works include 
installations The Hunger, Changing Room and 
Fragment.

Margaret Krawecka

I hope that sculpture, as a language, enables 
us to discover tales in ourselves. Yes, that is true 
about any creative form. Sculpture though, with 
its limited power of narration (too much of it 
can kill a good work) has the ability to embrace 
more through less. Perhaps this is because it 
creates a presence in space that goes beyond 
the envelope of the actual work.

www.wojtekbiczysko.com

Wojtek Biczysko

fragment, 2009, video and sound installation
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Toronto-born Mr. Parker is passionate about 
the art of making. His Bachelor’s degree in 
Mechanical Engineering at Ryerson University 
is well complimented by his current creative 
studies in Industrial Design at OCAD. To Chris, 
the processes of learning and creating should 
have no boundaries. His work centers around 
creating objects and experiences that are 
meaningful, fresh, engaging and fun. Seeing 
life as pure opportunity, Parker’s art and design 
endeavors aim to enable people in feeling, 
doing and being better.

Chris Parker 

sticks, 2009, free-form space-frame construction
Photo: Devin Lund

Adriana’s works featured here belong to three 
series.

Four paintings from the “She” series use the 
form of discs as a canvas for the ever-changing 
female nature. Through simple play of light 
and colour, she builds diff erent moods 
and emotions. The “Masculinum” series is 
represented by two paintings of male backs. 
From her female perspective, she explores 
the hopelessness of understanding the male 
nature. She has also made several sculptures 
representing blocked torsos, with keyless locks.
Through the series titled “Container,” she 
touches a wide spectrum of issues dealing 
with the human condition—the singularity in 
juxtaposition within society. With her drawings 
she portrays egocentricity, cruelty, rebellion, 
and other human limitations.

Adriana Majdzinska



receptions & awards

Friday, May 28 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Opening Reception with a live music performance by Michael Louis Johnson & the Red Rhythm

Two guitars and an upright bass back up a veteran swing-punk. 
His raspy voice, growling trumpet and street-wise charm breathe 
new life into depression-era standards and irreverent originals.

“It’s enough to make you swoon.”  BA Highlife Magazine
“…an atmosphere that rings eternal.” Now Magazine
“… one of the finest musical experiences of this man’s life.” Ian 
Pearson - Toronto: A City Becoming - Key Porter Books

Saturday Matinee was recorded live at the Communist’s Daughter 
and is available at urbanmeadow.ca

Saturday, May 29 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Award Ceremony including edible sculptures and paintings and a live music performance

This year’s prize selection jury includes: 
Phil Anderson - Gallery 1313, Director/Curator, Betty Ann Jordan - Art Critic and Writer/Founder: 
Art In Site and Toronto Art Tours, Grażyna Kabat - Art Consultant/Art Collector, Mary Sue Rankin - 
Edward Day Gallery, Owner/Director, and Dera Singer - Art Collector.

Awards & Prizes

Dr. W. Żurowski First Place Award for Outstanding Artist
Generously sponsored by Dr. W Żurowski, the Dr. W. Żurowski Award for Outstanding Artist is a 
$1000 cash award presented to the show’s feature artist.

Grażyna and Martin Kabat Award
Awarded to an artist who made an impression at the show, the Grażyna and Martin Kabat Award is a 
$250 cash prize. 

Pizza Pizza for Artist Recognition
In support of artists and their practice, we will raffle away one voucher for one free pizza each 
month for a year, donated by Pizza Pizza. 

Flamenco-latino music with a Quebec edge performed by Joanna Moon

With her rich and powerful voice, Joanna Moon passionately gives 
life to the gypsy soul in the most universal sense.

Originally from Quebec, Joanna is inspired by a range of flamenco 
artists from Spain. She creates a unique musical sound that is both 
personal and refined, marrying wild, warm and sensual Andalu-
sian and Cuban rhythms to her French and Spanish lyrics. After 
having explored many musical avenues, including folk and pro-
gressive rock, Joanna discovered her own path and today her art 
is an expression of a musical sphere that has always fascinated her.

Vagabunda is the title of Joanna’s first album.
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Saturday, May 29
The vinyl-infused grooves of DeeJay Kirby

DeeJay Kirby says: “I don’t do anything special. I just play records. 
The magic is in the music; all I do is try to maintain a flow from 
one tune to the next.” Kirby’s raw materials are his more than 1,200 
vinyl albums, mostly jazz, supplemented by soul, R&B, rock, and 
blues. DeeJay Kirby can sometimes be heard at the Dominion on 
Queen.



about us

The Sunnyside Beach Juried Art Show & Sale is a collaborative project between Sunnyside Pavilion 
and Art Initiatives. 

Art Initiatives is a non-profit organization. This group of artists and art professionals, since 2006, 
develops exhibitions that feature contemporary works by the Canadian Polish artistic community, 
giving them greater exposure within the larger Canadian art scene. With the Sunnyside Beach Juried 
Art Show & Sale, the Initiative offers all artists an affordable opportunity to exhibit, promote and sell 
their work.

sunnyside beach juried art show & sale, 2009



upcoming exhibition

Concurrence III

A Multi-disciplinary Exhibition of Contemporary Art by Emerging and 
Established Canadian and Polish Artists

SPK, 206 Beverley Street, Toronto, ON M5T 1Z3
October 2, 2010 
Sunset to Sunrise

Curator: Ania Biczysko

Following the success of last year’s event we are returning with Concurrence III. This 
group exhibition will showcase contemporary art featuring established artists and young 
creative talent. Meeting together at Nuit Blanche 2010, the artists will share their unique 
experiences, successes and perspectives with each other and the public. The event’s aim 
is to encourage a dialogue and a creative exchange between established and emerging 
artists and new audiences.
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